INVARIANT SUBMANIFOLDS OF AN f(3, -l)-MANIFOLD WITH COMPLEMENTED FRAMES
The f(3»+1)-manifolds have been studied by Yano [l] ,Ishihara and Yano [2] , Goldberg and Yano ( [3] , [4] ) have studied the f(3,1)-manifolds with complemented frames. Recently, Yano [3] has obtained certain results on invariant submanifolds of an f(3»1) manifold with complemented frames. The purpose of the present paper is to study invariant submanifolds of an f(3,-1)-manifold with complemented frames.
In seotion 2 we have defined and studied the normality of an f(3,-1)-structure with complemented frames. In section 3 we have proved that such a structure induces an almost product structure in the manifold,and in seotion 4 we have studied the relation between the integrability of this almost product structure and the normality of the f(3,-1)-structure with complemented frames.
In sections 5 and 6 we have studied invariant submanifolds of a normal f(3,-1)-manifold with complemented frames. In section 7 we have defined the f(3,-1)-structure with metric and complemented frames. We have also established some results.
Preliminaries
In an m-dimensional differentiable manifold U of olass C°°, a tensor field f (f t 0, I) oi type (1,1} whioh satisfies -468 -
In the present paper we aonsidar an f(3,-1)-structure with complemented frames each that r « m-2.
2. f(3,-1)-structure with complemented frames Let U be an m-dinensional differentiable manifold and let there be given a tensor field f of type (1,1) and of rank m-2, two vector fields U, V and two 1-forms u,v. If the set {f(3,-1)t V, a, v} satisfies If the tensor field S vanishes identically, then the structure is said to be normal.
In oonsequenoe of (2.2) and (2.5), we have from (2.4)
Let denotes the Lie-differentiation with respect to U. Then we have (see [2] )
Similarly, (dv)(X,U) = -(¿uV)(X). Therefore from (2.6) we have
Ve oan also prove that
Also from (2.4), we have in oonaequanoe of (2.2), (2.3) and (2.5)
But we have
Thus from (2.9) we obtain
Replacing X by fX in (2.10) and using (2.1), we get •
Similarly,
Hence, we have from (2.11)
We can also prove that
T h e o r o m 2.1. If a f(3,-1 J-structura with complemented frames {f(3,-1), U, V, a, v} is normal, then (2.14) oCyf = 0, ofyu = 0, dtyV » Oj (2*15) ¿yf = 0, X 7 u « = 0, otyV -0;
Proof. let us assume that the f(3,^1)-strueture with complemented frames {f(3»-1), U,V, u,v} is normal. Then from (2.7) we have fiJyfjX + (¿"uHXjU + K uV )(X)V = 0, 3. Almost product structure ^ Let us define a tensor field $ of type (1,1) by
for an arbitrary vector field X* Theorem 3.1.
In order that a manifold M may admit a f(3»-1J-structure with complemented frames U,V, u,v}, it is necessary and sufficient that the manifold admits an almost produot structure ? , a vector field U and a 1-form u such that u(U) » 1 and uftU) » 0.
Proof.
In oonsequence of (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (3.1), we have
o Therefore, y = I. Thus $ is an almost produot structure.
Also, in view of (2.2), (2.3) and (3.1), we can easily verify that
Conversely, suppose that a manifold M admits an almost product structure (; , a vector field U and a 1-form u suoh that (3.4) u(U) = 1, u(iU) = 0.
We define a vector field V, a 1-form v and a tensor field f, respectively, by
Nov, in oonsequenoe of (3.4)» we have from (3.5) and (3.6)
Also, In view of (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.8), we have ftom (3.7)
Further, by virtue of (3.6), (3.7) and (3.9), we have
Thus (3.10) f 2 = I-u®U-v«V.
Equations (3.8), (3*9) and (3*10) show that U admits a f(3,-1 .'-structure with complemented frames {f(3,-1), U,V, u,v}.
Integrabillty condition of ^
In this seotion, we shall obtain the relation between the integrability of an almost product structure t and the normality of the f(3,-1)-structure with complemented frames.
Let N*(X,I) be the Mjenhais tensor formed with t • Then we have Thai by virtue of (2.4), (2.14), (2.15), (2.16) and (4.3), we obtain N*(X,Y) = 0.
-f [fX+v(X)U+u(X)V,Y] -v([fX+v(X)U+u(X)V,Y])U --uO[fX+v(X)U+u(X)V,Y])V -f[X,fY+v(Y)U+u(Y)V] --v([X,fY+v(Y)U+u(Y)V])U -u([X,fY+v(Y)U+u(Y)V])V + + f 2 [X,Y] + u([X,Y])U + v( [X,Y] )V.

After some calculations, the above expression, in consequence of (2.3), (2.5) and (2.20), reduces to (4.3) N*(X,Y) = N(X,Y) -(du)(X,Y)U -(dv)X,Y)V + + (dviif) (X,Y)U + (dujrf) (X,Y)V --v(X)Uuf)Y + viYJUyflX --u(X)(/vf)Y + u(Y)Uyf)X --|v(X) (iyV)Y -v(Y) (JCyV)X + u(X)tCyv)Y --u(Y)(Xvv)x}u -{u(X)(J!vu)Y-u(Y)(Xyu)X + + VUH^JJUJY -v(Y)(
Hence the almost product struoture $ defined by (3.1) is integrable. 2. An invariant submanifold with respect to V and a of a manifold with f(3,-1)-structure and complemented frames {f(3»-1), U,V, u,v} admits a (f»V.vJ-etructure.
Invariant submanlfolds
Proof.
The proof follows-from the pattern of the proof of Theorem 5*1« 6, Invariant sabmanlfolds of a normal f(3,-1)-manifold with complemented frames Now we shall compute the expression S(BX,BY) for an invariant submanifold with respect to U and v.
In consequence of (2. Proof. If a f(3,-1)-structure with complemented frames {f(3,-1), U,V, u,v} is normal, then S = 0. Therefore from (6.2) we have Thns by virtue of (6.3) and Theorem 5.1, the result follows. Theorem 6.2. An invariant submanifold with respeot to V and u of a manifold having normal f(3,-1)-struoture and complemented frames {f(3,-T), U,V, u,v} admits a normal (f, V, v)-str uo t ure.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.1.
7. f(3,-1)-struoture with metric and complemented frames Let M be an m-dimensional differentiable manifold with f(3,-1)-structure and with complemented frames {f(3,-1) ,U,V, u,v}. Let there exist on M a Riemannian metric g satisfying
for arbitrary vector fields X and Y. Then we call the structure {f(3,-U, U,V, u,v} a f(3,-1)-structure with me trio and complemented frames. Let us denote it by {f(3,-1),g,u,v}. Theorem 7.1. If a f(3,-1)-structure with metrio and complemented frames {f(3,-1),g,u,v} is normal. Then the almost product structure t, defined by (3*1) is integrable and the manifold M defined by (<j,g) is an almost produot manifold.
Proof. Suppose that M admits a {f (3,-1) ,g,u,v}--structure. In section 3 we have proved that the tensor field t, of type (1,1) defined by (3.1) is an almost product structure.
Also, in consequence of (2.2), (2.3), (3.1) and (7.2), we have Henoe, in view of (7*1)t w® have Prom the first equation of (7.2), we have u(BX) = g(U,BX), or u(BX) = g(BU,BX), in consequence of (5.1). This in view of (5.6) and (7.4) yields (7.6) u(X) = g(U,X).
